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Video: Opening shot: CU of the product with advertising name 
(that gently fades away). Scene pulls to a MS and shows a mature 
female user coming into the scene and motioning towards the 
product.
Audio:VO: Announcement of product and information. Soft 
background music plays throughout advert.

Video: MS of user picking up product.
Audio: VO: Continuation of announcement and product details.

Video: CU of users hands and product as cream is dispensed
in waiting palm of  hand.
Audio: VO: Description of actions and proceedure.
SFX: Sound of cream being sprayed out of container.

Video: CU of user spreading cream on face and placing cucumber
slices over eyes. Pulls to MS as user sits back in chair.
Audio: VO: Description of actions and product proceedure.

VIDEO 1.  WEEK 2 ASSIGNMENT 3   MARK SAMBROOK:  Mother Natural Eternal Youth Face Cream. TRT - 60 seconds.
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VIDEO 1.  WEEK 2 ASSIGNMENT 3   MARK SAMBROOK:  Mother Natural Eternal Youth Face Cream. TRT - 60 seconds.

Video: CU view between the face mask and the user’s face to show
product working, user closes eyes and dream e�ect “cross disolve”
transition takes place. 
Audio: VO: Description of product e�ects. 

Video: CU transition to “soft-focus e�ect” with younger model,
pulls to MS showing more dreamier background. Title - clock 
numbers quickly recede from 10 to 1 simmulating time passing by.
Audio: VO: Description of product e�ects during use.

Video: CU- 1st user awakes and removes product from face. OTS
of user looking into mirror revealing new look.
Audio: VO: results are announced. Background music starts to
fade out at end of scene.

Video: CU of product with out-of-focus view of user in the
background reacting to narration. Product title appears over
user in closing scene (within safe-viewing area) - no fade out.
Audio: VO: Product disclaimer spoken in fast tempo.
SFX of users reactions.
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